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with central obesity increased from 32.5% to 61.3%.[1] 
Obesity is not only an independent cardiovascular 
risk factor but also it is associated with other 
traditional cardiovascular risk factors.[2] Weight loss 
of around 5%–10% can lead to a clinically meaningful 
cardiovascular risk reduction.[3]

INTRODUCTION

Overweight/obesity, a premier public health issue 
worldwide, is highly prevalent in patients with 
established coronary artery disease (CAD). Over the 
past two decades, the proportion of CAD patients 

Background: Recent changes in dietary habits have resulted in increased intake of advanced glycation end products (AGEs), which 
are known to have a predominant contribution to the pathogenesis and complications of coronary artery disease (CAD). AGEs are 
also thought to induce weight gain by affecting appetite, energy expenditure, and brown adipose tissue (BAT). Here, we investigated 
whether the restriction of dietary AGEs could affect appetite, body composition, anthropometric indices, and BAT‑derived markers 
in CAD patients treated with angioplasty. Materials and Methods: Forty‑two stented CAD patients were randomly allocated into 
two groups that received either a low‑AGEs or a control diet for 12 weeks. At baseline and postintervention, fasting blood samples 
were analyzed for total AGEs, nesfatin‑1, and BAT‑derived markers (fibroblast growth factor 21 and neuregulin 4). Subjective appetite 
ratings and body composition were evaluated using the Visual Analog Scale (VAS) and bioelectric impedance analysis. Anthropometric 
indices, including fat mass index (FMI), abdominal volume index (AVI), and body adiposity index (BAI), were calculated through 
the relevant formula. Results: Restricting dietary AGEs for 12 weeks could cause a significant reduction in weight, FMI, AVI, and 
BAI (P < 0.05) compared to the comparison group. In addition, VAS data analyses indicated a significant decrease in the sense of 
hunger and prospective food intake (P < 0.05) in the intervention group compared to the comparison group. No significant difference 
was seen in the measured biochemical markers between the two groups. Conclusion: This study indicated that the low‑AGEs diet 
could decrease appetite, weight, and anthropometric indices in stented CAD patients.
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Advanced glycation end products (AGEs) are a 
heterogeneous group of constituents with prooxidant 
and cytotoxic properties formed through the Maillard 
reaction, the nonenzymatic addition of reducing sugars 
to proteins, lipids, or nucleic acids. Animal‑source foods, 
especially when prepared by high‑heat cooking methods 
such as roasting, grilling, broiling, and frying, contain high 
amounts of AGEs.[4] AGEs have a fundamental role in CAD 
pathogenesis through receptor‑dependent and independent 
mechanisms. Apart from AGEs‑induced crosslinking 
with macromolecules such as collagen and elastin, which 
alters their structure and function, activating receptors 
for AGEs (RAGE) on AGEs binding triggers intracellular 
cascades that result in oxidative stress and inflammation.[5]

Growing evidence also suggests that AGE‑RAGE signaling 
may contribute to weight gain and obesity, which can 
complicate CAD management. AGEs can enhance appetite 
by increasing foodstuffs’ flavor, smell, and appearance.[6] In 
addition, RAGE is proposed as a critical regulator of weight 
gain and adiposity since it affects energy expenditure and 
the browning process, a process in which brown adipose 
tissue (BAT)‑like phenotype is induced in white adipose 
tissue (WAT) in response to various stimuli.[7,8] BAT has 
a protective role in energy balance by dissipating energy 
as heat and increasing energy expenditure.[9] During 
BAT activation and the browning process, the secretion 
of BAT‑derived endocrine factors (batokines), such as 
fibroblast growth factor 21 (FGF21) and neuregulin 
4 (NRG4) is increased.[10]

Since the diet is the primary exogenous source of AGEs 
contributing to the total body AGEs pool,[11] dietary AGEs 
restriction would probably modulate different pathways 
involved in the progression of obesity and appears to be 
beneficial independently from the consumption of standard 
energy‑restricted diets. In addition, reduced AGEs intake 
could be effective in CAD patients, for whom AGEs can 
cause more clinical outcomes. Accordingly, the present 
study was designed to investigate whether consuming 
a low‑AGEs diet without calorie restriction can have 
beneficial effects on appetite, body composition, weight, 
anthropometric indices, and BAT‑derived endocrine 
markers in CAD patients.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Subjects
Patients aged 50–65 years with a body mass index (BMI) 
of 18.5–35 kg/m2 treated with angioplasty because 
of having 1 or 2 blocked arteries were assessed for 
eligibility. Patients were excluded from participation if 
they had diabetes, chronic kidney disease, cancer, thyroid, 
autoimmune diseases, familial hypercholesterolemia 

or hypertriglyceridemia, and a history of myocardial 
infarction, stroke, or angioplasty during the past 3 months. 
In addition, we excluded patients who were current 
smokers, consumed multivitamins, mineral or anti‑oxidant 
supplements, or followed any weight loss diets during 
the past 3 months before angioplasty and women before 
menopause.

All patients’ records that underwent angioplasty at 
Tehran Heart Center from September 2020 to June 2021 
were prescreened, and eligible patients were invited to 
attend an information meeting. Patients were screened 
again at the first meeting, and 42 volunteers started the 
dietary intervention. All volunteers provided written 
informed consent before participation. The study protocol 
was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of 
Tehran University of Medical Sciences (IR.TUMS.VCR.
REC.1398.334) and registered at the Iranian Registry of 
Clinical Trials (IRCT20131125015536N10).

Study design
This study was a randomized controlled clinical trial with 
parallel groups. To randomly assign eligible patients to 
either the low‑AGEs or the comparison groups, we used 
a computer‑based generated random sequence based on 
sex‑stratified permuted block randomization with the 
random block size of 2 and 4.

Data regarding anthropometric characteristics, body 
composition, and appetite sensation were collected at 
baseline and the end of the 12th week. Furthermore, 10 ml of 
blood was obtained from each participant after an overnight 
fast for biochemical analyses. All patients received their 
drugs and treatments during the study, and no changes 
were made to the health‑care protocol of the hospital.

Dietary intervention and follow‑up
Both groups’ diets were similar in macronutrient percentage 
and designed to meet American Heart Association (AHA) 
and National Cholesterol Education Program (NCEP) 
dietary recommendations for CVD but differed in the 
AGEs content. AHA/NCEP recommendations in CVD 
patients include a total fat intake of 25%–30% of total 
energy (<20% monounsaturated fatty acid [MUFAs], <10% 
polyunsaturated fatty acid [PUFAs], and <7% saturated 
fatty acid [SFAs]), 15% protein, 50%–60% carbohydrates, 
and restriction of added sugars (<100 Kcal/d for women 
and <150 Kcal/d for men), sodium (≤2300 mg/d), and 
cholesterol (≤200 mg/d). Participants were instructed on 
the proportions and types of foods they should consume 
from different food groups to achieve the required 
macronutrient content. They were encouraged to eat to 
their appetite and select portion sizes that they felt were 
appropriate for them.
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Both groups  rece ived a l l  AHA/NCEP dietary 
recommendations orally and in writing. The low‑AGEs 
group was also instructed on how to choose and prepare 
their foods to reduce the AGEs content of the diet. The 
instructions included thorough guidance on the cooking 
process (methods, temperature, and duration) and a food 
choice list. The low‑AGEs group was instructed to stew, 
steam, boil, or poach their foods and avoid frying, baking, 
roasting, or grilling. The food choice list consisted of foods 
with high AGEs content that are not allowed and foods with 
lower AGEs content that are accepted for consumption. 
In addition, the participants were given some predefined 
main meals and snacks. To promote dietary compliance, 
telephone calls were made by the dietitian to emphasize 
dietary instructions every 2 weeks during the study. In 
addition, patients could call the dietitian whenever they 
had any questions about the intervention.

Measurements
Anthropometry and body composition
Body weight, height, and waist circumference were 
measured in fasting state using a portable digital scale (Seca, 
Germany), a vertical wall‑mounted stadiometer (Seca, 
Germany), and a flexible measuring tape.

The body composition was assessed using multi‑frequency (1, 
5, 50, 250, 500, and 1000 kHz) bioelectric impedance 
analysis (InBody770, Korea). The volunteers were asked to 
restrain from physical activity for 8 h and avoid coffee and 
alcohol consumption 24 h before the test. Furthermore, they 
were recommended to drink 1–2 glasses of water 3 h before 
the test to stay hydrated.

Measurement of biochemical markers
Fasting blood samples were collected at the baseline and end 
of the trial, and serum was isolated. Serum concentrations of 
total AGEs, nesfatin‑1, FGF21, and NRG4 were determined 
using enzyme‑linked immunosorbent assay kits (Crystal 
Day, China).

Appetite estimation
Appetite sensation was assessed in the fasting state by Visual 
Analog Scale (VAS), a reliable and reproducible measure of 
appetite in the research setting. VAS consists of a 100 mm 
line anchored from “not at all” to “extremely” and evaluates 
the four subjective senses of hunger, fullness, desire to eat, 
and prospective food consumption (PFC). Participants 
were instructed to mark each line corresponding to their 
appetite level. The score of each question was quantified 
by measuring the distance between the mark and the 
beginning of the line. The composite appetite score (CAS) 
was calculated using the following formula:[12]

CAS = (desire‑to‑eat + hunger + [100 – fullness] + PFC)/4

Dietary intake and physical activity
The assessment of dietary intake was based on three 24‑h 
dietary recalls (two working days and one weekend day) 
obtained from all participants in the 1st and 12th week 
of intervention. Then, the average daily energy and 
macronutrient intake based on each subject’s food recalls 
was calculated using Nutritionist IV software modified for 
Iranian foods. In addition, the AGEs content of each recall 
was estimated using a database that lists the AGEs values 
of about 560 foods.[13]

Physical activity was assessed through patients’ records. 
Subjects were educated to record the type and duration of all 
their activities within 24 h for 2 days (one working day and 
one weekend day) at weeks 1 and 12 of the intervention. Then, 
the mean of physical activity for each subject was calculated 
by metabolic equivalents of the task determined previously 
for each activity.[14] Furthermore, participants were required 
not to change their physical activity throughout the trial. The 
validity of this method to assess physical activity has been 
investigated in previous studies.[15,16]

Indices calculation
BMI was calculated as weight (kg) divided by height 
squared in meters. Fat mass index (FMI) was calculated 
by body fat mass divided by height squared. Abdominal 
volume index (AVI) and body adiposity index (BAI) were 
estimated based on the following formulas developed 
previously:[17,18]

BAI = hip circumference/height1.5 − 18

AVI = (2 cm × [waist]2 + 0.7 cm × [waist – hip]2)/1000

Statistical analysis
The primary outcomes were weight and waist circumference, 
and the secondary outcomes were anthropometric 
indices (FMI, AVI, and BAI), bioelectric impedance analysis 
variables, and serum biomarkers. Considering the type 
one error of 0.05 and the type 2 error of 0.20, the sample 
size required for each group was calculated as 21, which 
provides the test power of 80% for an effect size as large as 
0.6, and 42 subjects entered the study.

All analyses were performed using SPSS 24.0 (SPSS, 
Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The per‑protocol approach was 
applied for data analysis. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test 
was used to examine the normal distribution of variables. 
Except for some variables of VAS, including satiety, desire 
to eat, and PFC and visceral fat level that did not have a 
normal distribution (P < 0.05), the distribution of the other 
studied variables was normal (P > 0.05). For variables 
with nonnormal distribution, log transformation was 
conducted. Differences in qualitative and quantitative 
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variables between the low‑AGEs and comparison groups 
were determined using Chi‑square and independent sample 
t‑tests, respectively. The significance of changes during the 
intervention within each group was detected by paired 
t‑test. Multivariate analysis of covariance was used to test 
if the change from baseline in the outcome variable differed 
significantly by the group while baseline values of the 
outcome variable were adjusted as covariates. A two‑tailed 
significance P < 0.05 was set for all analyses.

RESULTS

Forty‑two volunteers started the intervention, and 39 
completed the trial and were included in the final statistical 
analysis [Figure 1]. The baseline characteristics of the 
participants in both groups are depicted in Table 1. At the 
study initiation, there was no significant difference between 
the two groups regarding age, sex, weight, BMI, waist 
circumference, serum concentration of total AGEs, and 
other confounding variables (P > 0.05), suggesting adequate 
randomization.

Weight and BMI decreased in both groups during the 
intervention, but the reduction was more in the low‑AGEs 
group than in the comparison group [P = 0.02 and P = 0.06 
for weight and BMI, respectively; Table 2]. Although 
waist circumference, fat mass, and visceral fat level were 
decreased within both groups, and the reduction was more 
in the low‑AGEs group, the difference between groups was 

not statistically significant (P > 0.05). Other variables of body 
composition did not differ between groups throughout 
the study. As shown in Table 2, FMI, BAI, and AVI were 
decreased with statistical significance in the low‑AGEs 
group compared to the comparison group (P = 0.04, P = 0.02, 
and P = 0.048, respectively).

Dietary data analysis showed that all patients complied 
with AHA/NCEP recommendations. Total intakes of 

Table 1: Subject characteristics at baseline
Characteristic Groups P*

Low‑AGEs 
group (n=20)

Comparison 
group (n=19)

Age (years) 58.2±1.4 56.6±1.2 0.39
Women, n (%) 4 (19) 4 (19) 1

Married, n (%) 19 (90.5) 17 (80.9) 0.38

Education, n (%) 0.46
Elementary 6 (28.6) 7 (33.3)
Undergraduate 10 (47.6) 12 (57.1)
Graduate 5 (23.8) 2 (9.5)

Weight (kg) 81.2±2.1 82±2.3 0.82
BMI (kg/m2) 28.5±0.7 29.3±0.8 0.43
Waist circumference (cm) 96.8±2 101.5±2 0.11
Serum total AGEs (ng/L) 648.7±144.4 581.9±124.1 0.73
SBP 12.5±0.2 12.2±0.1 0.25
DBP 7.5±0.5 7.7±0.1 0.26
Values are reported as mean±SEM. *All P values are calculated by independent 
t‑test except for sex and education which were calculated by Chi‑square test. 
BMI=Body mass index; SBP=Systolic blood pressure; DBP=Diastolic blood 
pressure; AGEs=Advanced glycation end products; SEM=Standard error of mean

Figure 1: Flow diagram of the participants
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macronutrients, the amount of fiber, added sugars, sodium, 
and cholesterol were all within the recommended range by 
AHA/NCEP. In addition, they were similar between groups 
throughout the dietary intervention. The total energy 
intake was significantly decreased in the low‑AGEs group 
from baseline to the end of the trial (P = 0.05), although the 

difference in energy intake between the two groups was not 
statistically significant [P = 0.14; Table 3].

As expected, the two groups had a significant difference 
in AGEs intake [P < 0.001; Table 3]. Furthermore, the 
AGEs intake in the low‑AGEs group was significantly 

Table 2: Anthropometric measurements and body composition analysis of participants
Variables Low‑AGEs group (n=20) Comparison group (n=19) P†

Baseline Post‑intervention P* Baseline Post‑intervention P*
Weight (kg) 81.2±2.1 78.6±2.2 <0.001 82±2.3 81±2.3 0.03 0.02
BMI (kg/m2) 28.5±0.7 27.6±0.7 0.001 29.3±0.8 29±0.8 0.03 0.06
WC (cm) 96.8±2 94±2 0.002 101.5±2 100.1±2.3 0.06 0.22
FM (kg) 24.7±1.6 22.4±1.6 0.001 27.9±1.6 26.6±1.7 0.02 0.16
PFM (%) 30.4±1.7 28.5±1.7 0.001 33.9±1.4 32.6±1.6 0.03 0.37
FFM (kg) 56.4±1.9 56.1±1.9 0.29 54±1.6 54.3±2.1 0.16 0.1
PFFM (%) 69.6±1.7 71.5±1.7 0.001 66.1±1.4 67.4±1.6 0.03 0.37
TBW (kg) 41.5±1.4 41.3±1.4 0.32 39.8±1.2 40.1±1.3 0.16 0.12
VFL 11.2±0.9 10.1±0.9 0.001 13±0.9 12.1±1 0.004 0.53
FMI 8.8±0.7 7.9±0.7 <0.001 10.1±0.6 9.6±0.7 0.02 0.04
AVI 18.9±0.9 17.6±0.8 <0.001 20.8±0.8 20.2±0.9 0.07 0.048
BAI 29.1±1 28.4±1 0.001 29.8±0.8 29.6±0.8 0.06 0.02
*Calculated by paired t‑test; †Calculated by ANCOVA, adjusted for the baseline values. Values are reported as mean±SEM. BMI=Body mass index; WC=Waist circumference; 
FM=Fat mass; PFM=Percentage of FM; FFM=Fat free mass; PFFM=Percentage of FFM; TBW=Total body water; VFL=Visceral fat level; FMI=Fat mass index; AVI=Abdominal 
volume index; BAI=Body adiposity index; AGEs=Advanced glycation end products; SEM=Standard error of mean; ANCOVA=Analysis of covariance

Table 3: Physical activity and nutritional intake of participants
Variables Low‑AGEs group (n=20) Comparison group (n=19) P†

First week 12th week P* First week 12th week P*
Energy (Kcal/day) 1980±68 1847±82 0.05 2066±104 2029±89 0.72 0.14
Protein

g/day 80.3±5 73.2±3.8 0.15 82.9±5.9 75.1±3.7 0.17 0.72
Percentage of energy 16.2±0.9 15.9±0.7 0.69 16.1±1 14.8±0.6 0.17 0.24

Carbohydrate
g/day 276±15.1 264.3±16.2 0.24 290.2±21.7 301.7±18.6 0.58 0.14
Percentage of energy 55.8±2 57.2±1.8 0.28 56.2±2.3 59.5±2 0.15 0.44

Fat
g/day 61.6±4.3 55.2±4.2 0.1 63.7±5.5 58±4.1 0.16 0.63
Percentage of energy 28±2.1 26.9±1.9 0.45 27.7±2.3 25.7±2 0.37 0.72

PUFA
g/day 18.3±1.5 16.3±1.5 0.28 17.7±2.1 18±1.8 0.8 0.48
Percentage of energy 8.4±0.7 7.9±0.6 0.53 7.8±0.9 8.2±0.9 0.66 0.81

MUFA
g/day 26.4±1.9 23.2±1.8 0.11 26.1±2.5 22.6±1.9 0.1 0.83
Percentage of energy 12.2±1 11.5±0.8 0.37 11.5±1.1 10.3±1 0.22 0.35

SFA
g/day 12.5±1.3 12.1±1.3 0.71 15.2±1.5 13.2±0.9 0.15 0.49
Percentage of energy 5.7±0.6 6.1±0.7 0.52 6.5±0.5 5.9±0.3 0.18 0.77

Sugar (Kcal/day)
Men 64.9±9.6 74.9±12.3 0.32 77.5±17.7 77.7±15.3 0.98 0.88
Women 27.5±4.8 38.2±16.1 0.63 48.5±16.9 31±10.5 0.31 0.72

Fiber (g/day) 17±1.3 19.5±1.5 0.12 15.3±1.1 17.3±0.8 0.17 0.22
Cholesterol (mg/day) 206.2±23.8 172.2±24.6 0.3 207.4±20.5 177.6±15.8 0.08 0.87
Sodium (mg/day) 1913±74 1861±99 0.52 1945±74 1820±88 0.28 0.76
Dietary AGEs (KU/day) 8378±987 6986±799 0.007 19518±2572 19399±2539 0.89 <0.001
Physical activity (MET‑h/day) 33.3±1 33.2±1.1 0.87 31.5±1.1 32.1±1.1 0.5 0.84
*Calculated by paired t‑test; †Calculated by independent t‑test. Values are reported as mean±SEM. PUFA=Polyunsaturated fatty acid; MUFA=Monounsaturated fatty acid; 
SFA=Saturated fatty acid; AGEs=Advanced glycation end products; SEM=Standard error of mean
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reduced at the end of the study compared to the 
beginning (P = 0.007).

In the low‑AGEs group, the sense of hunger (P = 0.04), desire to 
eat (P = 0.03), and CAS (P = 0.04) were decreased, and the satiety 
score (P = 0.01) increased significantly after the intervention 
compared to the baseline [Table 4]. No changes in appetite 
scores occurred in the comparison group. Between‑group 
analysis revealed that the low‑AGEs diet could significantly 
decrease the sense of hunger (P = 0.03) and PFC (P = 0.01) and 
also caused a notable reduction in CAS (P = 0.06).

The results of biochemical markers are indicated in Table 5. 
The serum concentration of nesfatin‑1, NRG4, and FGF21 
was not significantly changed within or between groups 
after the intervention.

DISCUSSION

In this study, restriction of dietary AGEs for 12 weeks 
significantly decreased weight and caused a notable 
reduction in BMI postintervention. Many clinical trials 
have assessed the effect of a low‑AGEs diet on weight, 
BMI, and WC, and their findings are controversial. While 
some studies have shown the reducing effect of the 
low‑AGEs diet on weight and BMI,[19,20] others found no 
effect.[21,22] Meta‑analysis of prior studies has depicted that 
consumption of the low‑AGEs diet can significantly reduce 
weight and BMI compared to the high‑AGEs diet, with a 
more pronounced effect in studies with a duration of more 
than 8 weeks,[23] which is consistent with our findings. 
In our study, despite the two‑fold decrease in WC, the 
difference between groups was not significant. Similarly, the 
mentioned meta‑analysis found no significant difference in 
WC between the low and high‑AGEs diets.[23]

It has recently been hypothesized that AGEs play a 
putative role in the pathogenesis of obesity by their 
ability to increase appetite and energy intake through 
enhancing sensory‑stimulating properties of foodstuffs.[6,24] 
Furthermore, a growing body of evidence highlighted 
the role of AGEs in promoting insulin resistance and 
activating pro‑inflammatory pathways.[25,26] Considering 
the central role of insulin in regulating energy balance 
and the implication of pro‑inflammatory cascades in 
mediating hypothalamic dysregulation of energy balance, 
insulin resistance, and inflammation may represent further 
potential mechanisms supporting the ability of AGEs to 
disrupt hypothalamic control of energy balance leading to 
body weight gain.[27] Several studies have indicated the effect 
of dietary AGEs limitation on improving insulin resistance 
and reducing inflammatory markers.[21,28] Therefore, the 
reducing effects of the low‑AGEs diet on weight and BMI 
might be attributed to its beneficial impacts on insulin 
resistance and inflammation, which is more notable in 
overweight and obesity.

In the present study, we also evaluated the effects of the 
low‑AGEs diet on anthropometric indices (FMI, AVI, and 
BAI). Most previous studies used BMI as the primary 
outcome because CDC/WHO currently recommends 
it for classifying overweight and obesity. However, 
epidemiological studies have questioned the capacity of 
BMI to predict cardiovascular risk due to its limitation in 
distinguishing excess adipose tissue from lean mass.[29,30] BMI 
calculation does not consider intra‑abdominal or visceral 
adipose tissue, which its accumulation is closely associated 
with increased CVD risk.[31] Therefore, simple‑to‑use 
anthropometric indices have been recently developed as a 
surrogate or complementary measure to estimate central 
obesity more accurately. FMI is a potential indicator of 

Table 5: Biochemical markers of participants at baseline and postintervention
Variables Low‑AGEs group (n=20) Comparison group (n=19) P†

Baseline Post‑intervention P* Baseline Post‑intervention P*
Total AGEs (ng/L) 648.7±144.4 618±122.8 0.65 581.9±124.1 632.1±121.9 0.34 0.34
Nesfatin‑1 (ng/mL) 13.6±4.4 14±3.7 0.71 7.7±2.3 8.8±2.2 0.1 0.83
NRG4 (ng/mL) 3.1±0.8 3±0.7 0.64 2.1±0.4 1.9±0.4 0.35 0.33
FGF21 (pg/mL) 318.8±68.6 297.3±66.3 0.39 246.8±47.4 231±40.1 0.55 0.88
*Calculated by paired t‑test; †Calculated by ANCOVA, adjusted for the baseline values. Values are reported as mean±SEM. AGEs=Advanced glycation end products; 
NRG4=Neuregulin 4; FGF21=Fibroblast growth factor 21; SEM=Standard error of mean; ANCOVA=Analysis of covariance

Table 4: Effect of dietary intervention on subjective appetite scores
Variables Low‑AGEs group (n=20) Comparison group (n=19) P†

Baseline Post‑intervention P* Baseline Post‑intervention P*
Hunger 40.2±5.7 29.1±4.8 0.04 32.9±5 40.5±5.3 0.24 0.03
Satiety 41.4±4.1 52.3±4.3 0.01 45.2±5.8 49±5 0.46 0.37
Desire to eat 61.5±4.4 52.4±4.5 0.03 64.3±5.1 64.8±3.3 0.43 0.12
PFC 67.9±4.7 65.7±4.9 0.48 71±7 80.2±5.2 0.07 0.01
CAS 58.9±4.4 50.8±3.9 0.04 53.4±4.2 57.4±3.6 0.4 0.06
*Calculated by paired t‑test; †Calculated by ANCOVA, adjusted for the baseline values. Values are reported are mean±SEM. ANCOVA=Analysis of covariance; PFC=Prospective 
food consumption; CAS=Composite appetite score; SEM=Standard error of mean
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body adiposity superior to BMI and PBF because of taking 
fat mass and height into account, which reduces the bias 
associated with BMI and PBF.[32,33] Previous research has 
highlighted the capability of FMI to predict metabolic 
syndrome and cardiovascular risk in young adults.[34] AVI, 
a reliable anthropometric tool that reflects the total volume 
of the abdomen by including WC and HC, has been used by 
researchers to indirectly estimate the visceral fat volume.[35] 
AVI sensitivity to evaluate fat deposition in viscera and 
associated metabolic abnormalities have been confirmed 
in prior studies.[36,37] Also, BAI is reported as another index 
that could be a valid predictor of body fat.[17] Despite no 
significant decrease in fat mass, the reduction in FMI, which 
adjusts fat mass for height, was significant between the two 
groups in our study. Furthermore, a significant decrease 
in AVI and BAI was observed in the low‑AGEs group 
compared to the comparison group. Regarding these indices 
being a better indicator of visceral adipose tissue, restriction 
of dietary AGEs might improve metabolic disturbances 
associated with CAD through reduced visceral fat. Few 
prior trials have focused on changes in abdominal obesity, 
and most studies have assessed the relationship between 
indices and risk factors cross‑sectionally based on one static 
measurement. But when it comes to chronic diseases like 
CAD, due to the impact of long‑term accumulation of the 
risk factors, there is a need to evaluate the dynamic change 
of risk factors such as anthropometric indicators over time, 
which we tried to achieve in this research.

The percentage of macronutrient intake and the essential 
recommendations of AHA/NCEP guidelines (levels 
of SFA, MUFA, PUFA, cholesterol, added sugar, and 
sodium) were not different between the studied groups. 
However, dietary AGEs content was significantly lower 
in the low‑AGEs group over the intervention period. 
Despite a falling trend of serum total AGEs concentration 
in the low‑AGEs group throughout the study, this trend 
was not significant. Our results are consistent with those 
of other studies, which have either shown no changes 
in serum AGEs levels following intake of the low‑AGE 
diet or have found decreases in plasma carboxy methyl 
lysine (CML) concentrations after a high‑AGEs diet 
administration.[38,39] Interestingly, AGEs calculated 
from recalls and urinary AGEs had shown the expected 
changes in the mentioned studies. It has been suggested 
that measuring a combination of circulating, tissue, and 
excreted AGEs concentrations might better represent the 
total AGEs burden in the body since each measurement 
has its limitations.[19,39] AGEs are also characterized by 
complex structural and molecular heterogeneity, making it 
difficult to quantify them. Although various instrumental 
and immunochemical methods are used to measure AGEs, 
there is currently no gold standard method for AGEs 
quantification.[40]

In the present study, the low‑AGEs diet decreased the 
sense of hunger, PFC, and CAS compared to the control 
diet. A recent animal study reported that an AGEs‑rich diet 
could activate neuronal and hormonal signaling engaged 
in appetite regulation and energy homeostasis.[41] However, 
a human study found no changes in VAS appetite scores 
after consuming a high or low‑AGEs meal.[42] The difference 
might be attributed to the different design of the mentioned 
study in which the acute response to dietary AGEs was 
assessed, whereas we evaluated the longer‑term effect of 
dietary AGEs on subjective appetite sensations.

Our findings showed no changes in the serum concentration 
of nesfatin‑1 by restriction of dietary AGEs. One of the 
mechanisms of appetite regulation that AGEs affect is 
hormones. Among appetite‑regulating hormones, the effect of 
dietary AGEs on ghrelin has previously been investigated in a 
single‑meal study which observed increased ghrelin response 
after a high‑AGEs meal compared to a low‑AGEs meal.[42] 
Until now, no study has assessed the relationship between 
AGEs and nesfatin‑1 secretion. Appetite regulation and energy 
hemostasis are controlled by a very complex neuro‑humoral 
system, which includes short‑term and long‑term signals, and 
many peripheral and central peptides are involved in this 
system.[43] Therefore, the lack of change in nesfatin‑1 might be 
due to the compensatory effects of other peptides involved in 
this system, which were not investigated here.

One of our hypotheses was that the effects of AGEs 
restriction on weight loss might occur through increased 
energy expenditure by BAT. Our findings showed no effect 
of the low‑AGEs diet, an influential factor in reducing 
RAGE signaling, on BAT‑derived markers. Until now, no 
human trial has tested the relationship between RAGE 
and BAT. Animal evidence suggests a link between RAGE 
and high‑fat diet (HFD)‑induced obesity and subsequent 
metabolic dysfunction due to enhanced concentration of 
RAGE ligands such as CML and methylglyoxal which 
are known AGEs.[7] A recent study in mice showed that 
RAGE deletion increased the expression of uncoupling 
protein‑1 (UCP‑1), usually only expressed in BAT, in WAT 
of RAGE knockout mice. In addition, transplantation 
of adipocyte‑RAGE‑deleted adipose tissue protected 
the recipient mice from HFD‑induced obesity through 
upregulation of thermogenic programs and UCP‑1 
expression in the recipients’ native BAT or WAT.[8] Hence, 
the protective mechanism of RAGE antagonism might be 
partially due to the induction of browning in WAT, which 
may have potential therapeutic implications for obesity 
treatment. The studies conducted in this field are of the 
animal type in which the RAGE gene is knocked out, and 
adipose tissue gene expression is used to track the changes 
in BAT activity. Here, we studied the effects of more subtle 
dietary AGEs restriction‑induced changes in serum levels 
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of BAT‑derived markers, and this may partially explain 
why we did not observe any associations. In human trials, 
the most well‑established method to measure BAT activity 
is 18F‑fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography/
computed tomography. Since this method is expensive 
and exposes the individuals to harmful radiation,[44] we 
measured serum levels of NRG4 and FGF21 as BAT markers 
that their secretion is increased during browning or BAT 
activity enhancement.

The analysis of dietary recalls indicated no significant 
difference in energy intake between the two groups. 
However, energy intake decreased remarkably in the 
low‑AGEs group at the end of the study compared to 
the beginning, which partly justifies the weight loss in 
the low‑AGEs group. On the other hand, considering the 
nonsignificant difference in energy intake between the 
two groups and the reported relationship between the 
AGE‑RAGE pathway and energy expenditure and the 
browning process in animal and human studies,[7,8,45] it 
may be said that the significant weight difference between 
the two groups is at least in part due to the increase in BAT 
activity and energy expenditure in the intervention group, 
which might have been detected by measuring more specific 
BAT markers and indirect calorimetry. Future prospective 
trials are recommended to investigate the contribution of 
AGEs and the potential role of RAGE in this regard.

This study was the first to assess the long‑term effects 
of AGEs restriction on appetite, anthropometric indices, 
and BAT‑derived markers. However, our study had some 
limitations. Due to the COVID‑19 pandemic, we could not 
measure the participants’ energy expenditure by indirect 
calorimetry. In addition, blinding was not practically 
possible because of the dietary intervention, and the 
open‑label design increases the risk of biased results. 
Furthermore, it would be much better if the participants in 
both groups were provided with their foods as ready‑to‑eat 
items or packed food portions throughout the study.

CONCLUSION

Our results showed that dietary AGEs restriction decreased 
weight and anthropometric indices reflecting visceral 
adipose tissue in CAD patients. It may also be appropriate 
for controlling appetite. Since this was possible without a 
substantial modification in energy intake, the low‑AGEs 
diet may offer a feasible treatment goal of risk reduction in 
overweight and obese CAD patients.
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